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the purpose of mamatthewstthewsatthews and turas new words and pnrasespnfasesphrases into those patterns and
text practice plan andhandwriteandwritecoitejoiteWrite isis to give thus generate their own sentences units
studentsstudents of englishefiglishas as a second language a consistently capitalize on this idea and the
controlledituidecontrolled guidegulde to composition each of patterns become more ccomplex as thediedle units
the sixtsixteensixteerteerT units of books 1 and 2 are progress sentences illustrating new for-

mulasdivided into four major parts including 1 are boxed off in phrases allowing the
a model paragraph which the students student to see the similarities of the sub-

stitutionsrepeat aloud after the instructor and which the exercises then challenge
introduces new grammatical structures for the student to substitute correct word forms
the students to practice and base their in sentences paragraph assignments through-

outwriting upon 2 language practice which the books encourage the student to
presents basic sentence patterns that ac-
custom

pattern his writing after the model para-
graphsthe students to acceptable grammar it is a carefully controlled approach

and syntax 3 form and organization which allows the student little freedom in
which includes tips on good paragraph experimentation or creating but it is also
writing as well as rules for punctuation a successful approach and the positive
and capitalization and 4 the I1unitnit writing reinforcement for the student as he works
assignments which are patterned after the so much with the proper i forms of the
model paragraph at the beginning of the languages is invaluable
unit the books are designed for more practice plan and mitewrite is a well thought
advanced students who have acquired oral out and very practical text that presents a
control of the most basic grammatical pat-
terns

lot of english language patterns very simplyh

and the vocabulary of english but and reinforces them with examples and
unless students have also had a good deal of exercises that will lead any diligent student
experience in reading and writing english to greater skill with the language

have trouble with thethey may material
the basic idea behind the text is that stevieijteven gomshel17boldsuolds berrylervyleevy

once students have become familiar with
the rudimentary and repeating patterns of
the english language they can substitute




